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This pattern is derived from a blind contour drawing that Cindy Mochizuki made of Margaret Dragu during a residency at the Strath-
cona Field House. It pictures Margaret, who often appears in some derivation of her performance art persona Verb Woman, strolling 
through the park. 

I met Margaret Dragu when Cindy Mochizuki, Jaimie Robson and I were making Archive City: Portraits of Lulu Island for the Richmond 
Art Gallery. For the project, we invited Margaret Dragu, who was a very active in Richmond as a performance artist and community 
member, to be our �rst interviewee. At the time she was living in Finn Slough, a place referred to as “the longest running squatter 
community in the greater Vancouver area.”  Margaret o�ered the perfect starting point for Archive City – her generosity and enthusi-
asm seemed to over�ow. She o�ered the project two gifts: a Lulu Island bike tour, involving her favourite food foraging spots, and a 
continual stream of stories concerning her life on the margins of the city. I loved her food diary photos that she emailed to us --the one 
of a large, spent soup bone became part of the exhibition. 

Margaret situates everyday experience in her art (and the other way around). So, as a friend of Margaret Dragu, I sense that I have 
become a performer in the joyful and mysterious creative experiments that Margaret sends scuttling into public --through her inimita-
ble videos or through any number of social networks. These days, her performances and videos make me feel that the lives of older 
women are vital and interesting. Performed, her life reveals an enormous repertoire of physical, emotional and social gestures (verbs) 
that we have all rehearsed but often fail to recognize.

More about Margaret is a Verb - 

Kirsten Forkert, “Margaret Dragu: the Joy of the Local,” Caught in the Act: an anthology of performance art by Canadian women, 
Tanya Mars & Johanna Householder, editors, YYZ Books, 2004, pages 206-215.

Ann Ireland, "LIFELINES & STORIES," Canadian Art, Spring 2013, pages 104-7. 

Gift of metallic �oss from Margaret.

Gift of photos and text fragments from M. Dragu’s forgery series (2013).

L. Klassen, Finn Slough, photo (2008).

L. Klassen, notes of M. Dragu interview, Archive City notebook (2008).

Richmond Art Gallery, Archive City exhibition notice card (2008).


